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Abstract
Despite decades of research confirming the benefits, most farms do

not incorporate soil moisture sensing into their irrigation practices.

Soil moisture sensing can be broken into two broad approaches,

both of which have drawbacks. In situ sensors are installed in the

ground, tend to be difficult to deploy and maintain, and have high

costs. Remote-sensing based approaches use radars to infer soil

moisture from surface reflection properties. While completely wire-

less, remote sensing suffers from lower resolution and accuracy

compared to in situ sensing. We propose a hybrid approach that

combines the advantages of both. This paper introduces the idea

of using inexpensive in situ backscatter tags with above-ground

radars, which enables completely wireless soil moisture measure-

ments with high-accuracy and high-resolution. Our key idea is in-

troducing a simple, power efficient modulation scheme that enables

commodity radars to easily detect and range the underground tag.

We have benchmarked our approach against oven-based, industry-

standard ground-truth measurements and demonstrated that, at a

realistic depth and across several types of soil, we achieve a 90th

percentile error of 3.4%, which is the same accuracy as state-of-the-

art in situ sensors. We also demonstrate that our approach works

with similar accuracy at a real farm.
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1 Introduction
Agriculture is the single largest pressure on the world’s sources

of fresh water— 69% of the global fresh water supply is used for

agriculture [7]. Paired with the fact that the global population is
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Figure 1: We use a commodity radar paired with under-
ground backscatter tags to measure soil moisture.

projected to exceed 9 billion by 2050 [47], conservation of fresh

water and sufficient food production are key concerns that need to

be addressed for future generations. High accuracy soil moisture

measurements are important for ensuring the maximization of crop

yield without water waste.

Multiple studies show that accurate soil moisture monitoring

leads to a water savings of at least 15%[5], and in some cases more

than 50%, while maintaining or even increasing crop yields [76].

Yet soil sensors are still not widely deployed on working farms

despite decades of research confirming the benefits. Fewer than

10% of irrigated crops in the US use moisture sensors [23], and that

number is even lower in developing nations. An agricultural-grade

in situ (in-ground) soil moisture sensor, including required periph-

erals like data loggers and communication modules, is hundreds

of dollars [16]. The average farm in the US is 444 acres, which

means ideally a farmer should be investing in hundreds of sensors.

However, even for sparse deployments, benefits exceed the costs

only a third of the time [55]. This makes it difficult for farmers in

even the wealthiest nations to justify investing in sensors.

Additionally, current sensors are not simple to deploy and main-

tain. Many opt to power them with solar panels, which requires

mounting them to a wooden or metal post. Any cables above or
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near the soil surface are prone to entanglement in farm equipment,

which means that farmers often need to remove the entire sensor

network before tilling the field. Thus, the sensors will need to be

re-installed each time the field is tilled/cultivated. This all adds up

to a significant amount of manual labor to deploy and maintain the

sensor network.

In contrast, remote sensing approaches can sense soil moisture

completely wirelessly using radars. This technique involves measur-

ing the surface reflections from a radar attached to a satellite, plane,

or or vehicle. The disadvantage with remote approaches compared

to a traditional sensor network is decreased accuracy, and decreased

measurement depths and measurement resolution [14, 44, 45].

We propose a hybrid approach that combines the advantages of

both in situ and remote techniques. The in situ component is an

RF backscatter tag, similar in concept to an RFID tag. The remote

component is a commodity ultra-wideband impulse radar small

enough to be portable. This hybrid approach allows us to measure

soil moisture at fine granularity while minimizing both the size of

the radar and the amount of in situ infrastructure that needs to be

deployed. In contrast to traditional remote sensing approaches, we

use Time of Flight data to infer soil moisture. This is made possible

by the presence of the in situ backscatter tag, which provides a

known underground reference point. Our key insight is that us-

ing a simple square wave modulation allows us to create cheap

backscatter tags that are compatible with commodity radars. We

empirically demonstrate how this modulation process makes the

underground tag significantly more detectable than a static target.

The combination of wideband radars and modulating tags increases

our sensing depth significantly over other RF approaches in the

literature.

We benchmark our approach against oven-based ground-truth

measurements using three different types of soil, and further demon-

strate that it works with similar accuracy at a real farm. We are

able to measure soil moisture with an average error 1.4% and a 90th

percentile of 3.4%, which is comparable to commercial soil sensors.

2 Background and Theory
This section briefly covers the theory behind the most common

soil moisture sensing techniques. Soil moisture, also known as

volumetric water content (VWC, or Θ), is defined as the ratio of the
volume of water in the soil to the volume of the soil plus water:

Θ =
Vwater
Vwetsoil

(1)

It is measured in units of cm3/cm3
. The most accurate way to mea-

sure volumetric soil moisture is by taking a soil sample of a known

volume, weighing it, drying it in an oven, and then re-weighing

it [46]. To get near-instant readings that allow for automated irriga-

tion control, commercial sensors instead approximate volumetric

soil moisture by measuring properties that are closely correlated to

the oven-based ground truth. One such property is the permittivity,

ε , which increases with the moisture content of soil.

Permittivity is the ability of a substance to hold an electrical

charge. The more commonly-used dielectric permittivity constant
(also known as relative permittivity), εr , is the ratio of the permittiv-

ity of the substance to the permittivity of free space, ε0: εr = ε/ε0.

Due to the strong correlation between permittivity and water con-

tent, we can estimate of soil moisture by measuring permittivity.

There are a number of electrical properties that are correlated with

permittivity. The properties most commonly measured in soil sen-

sors are resistance, capacitance and EM wave propagation speed.

Resistive and capacitive sensors: Resistive soil sensors like [9]
are popular among hobbyists. The resistance of soil decreases as

moisture increases; resistive sensors take advantage this by measur-

ing the resistance between two probes embedded in the soil. One

major downside with these inexpensive sensors is that every mea-

surement degrades a resistive sensor via electrolysis. Further, resis-

tance is a less reliable proxy for soil moisture than other quantities,

like capacitance [4]. For these reasons, experts do not recommend

the use of resistive sensing technology in farms [52], and almost

no agricultural-grade resistive sensors are manufactured.

Capacitive sensors, in contrast, are more durable and accurate

and therefore much more common in agricultural contexts. These

sensors measure the charge time of a capacitor, which is a roughly

linear function of ε [27]. Because capacitive sensors are the most

common type of volumetric soil moisture in agriculture [74], we

chose this type of sensor for comparisons in our evaluations.

Time-domain sensors: Time domain sensors measure the prop-

agation time of EM waves through the soil, or a waveguide in

contact with the soil. As moisture content in soil increases, the

speed of waves decreases. Therefore by accurately measuring how

long it takes for a pulse to travel a known distance, we can infer

soil moisture. Commercially-available time domain reflectometry

(TDR) sensors leverage this by by sending an EM pulse into a probe

embedded in the soil that acts a a waveguide. TDR sensors are

among the most accurate commercially available sensors, but tend

to be very expensive. They are more common in academic research

settings than agricultural settings.

Remote sensing: Remote sensing was first used to measure soil

moisture in the late 80s [45]. This approach uses high-power radars

attached to airborne vehicles like satellites, airplanes or drones.

The radars measure the surface reflectivity of the soil, which in-

creases with moisture content. To tie reflectivity measurements

to sub-surface moisture, complex physical models are used. This

limits the depths to which remote sensing can effectively estimate

soil moisture. We solve this problem by instead using a radar to

measure the time-of-flight to a fixed underground reference point.

Also of note is that soil moisture data estimated from satellites is

freely available online [43], but these measurements have update

frequencies limited to satellite orbits and have low resolution (e.g.

10s of kilometers) [37]. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is also

sometimes used to measure soil moisture [29] at deeper depths

and higher resolutions than airborne radars, but they do not scale

to a farm because they are high powered and bulky, and require

near-contact with the soil.

3 Prior work in low-cost sensing
Recent research into lower-cost soil sensing can be split into two

main categories: decreasing the cost and complexity of existing

resistive and capacitive approaches, and investigation into novel

ways to measure moisture with RF.
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Table 1: Comparison of soil moisture sensing system properties

Battery life
Sensor Type Accuracy Max depth Cost per acre (2000 mAh) Wireless
This work hybrid avg 1.4, max 4% 30+ cm $15-25 2.8 years Y

Capacitive [41] in-ground 1-3% meters $200-500 3-6 months
∗∗

N

TDR [56, 59] in-ground 0.5-2% meters $500-1000+ 3-6 months
∗∗

N

Resistive [67] in-ground 3-6% meters $70-90 3-6 months
∗∗

N

Remote radar [14, 44, 45] remote 2-7% 2-10 cm free/depends N/A Y

Strobe [13] (WiFi) hybrid
†

maximum 10%
∗‡

15 cm 10s of dollars 3-6 months
∗∗

Y
†

RFID [8, 62] hybrid average 8-10%
‡

10-15 cm $20 indefinite Y

†
in-ground component is not fully wireless/remote, results were obtained using 2 full-size laptops with long antenna cables buried underground

‡
these authors only compare accuracy against a commercial sensor (vs. oven-based ground truth), which adds 1-3% ambiguity error metrics

∗
average/percentile error was not evaluated in [13], authors only provide maximum error

∗∗
estimated using a 0.5 mA/260 mA duty cycle of 0.1%

A number of works research how to decrease the the cost of

the sensor probe itself [20, 53]. However, in some cases, like [36],

low cost is still hundreds of dollars per sensor. Other products [15]

and research papers [35, 72] examine how to decrease the cost of

communication or logging modules attached to existing inexpen-

sive probes. This is an important angle, since peripherals can add

significant cost to sensor networks, but it does not address the

underlying issue of the cost/accuracy trade-off in the sensor probes

themselves.

The second category of investigation in low-cost sensing is RF-

based sensing. Existing TDR commercial sensors use RF in wave

guides. These sensors are high-accuracy but high-cost because each

sensor body needs sophisticated electronics. In contrast, a number

of recent research works (including ours) save cost by decoupling

the sophisticated electronics from the in-ground probe. For ex-

ample, [8], [51] and [62] use a single RFID reader radio to read

RSSI data from many underground tags. Although RFID readers

can be expensive, the amortized cost of each soil data point is low

because the in-ground RFID tags are cheap. Another related pa-

per, Strobe [13], uses an underground commodity WiFi chip that

communicates with an above-ground counterpart. In these cases,

the in-ground component does not actually measure soil moisture.

Rather, it is the interaction between the underground tag (or an-

tenna) and the above-ground radio that provides measurement data.

Unfortunately, these prior works are up to an order of magnitude

less accurate than existing commercial approaches, and operate

at limited depths (≤ 15 cm). Furthermore, none of them compare

against industry-standard oven-based ground truth measurements,

which adds ambiguity to their stated error metrics. In contrast, our

approach achieves the same accuracy as existing commercial sen-

sors, we compare against both commercial sensors and ground truth
measurements, and also we also demonstrates a 2× deeper sensing

depth than other recent RF-based moisture sensing literature. Ta-

ble 1 presents a detailed overview of how various commercial and

research sensing technologies compare against our work.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the 2020 work by Wang et al. [71],

which also investigates low-cost sensing via RF, and achieves rea-

sonable accuracy. However, it reads the moisture of potting soil in

greenhouse pots by attaching RFID tags to the exterior of the pot.

While also an important topic, this work is outside the scope of

in-ground soil moisture sensing.

Figure 2: The tag is buried under soil at a known depth ds .
The radarmeasures τa , the ToF it takes to travel the distance
da between itself and the surface of the ground, and τs , the
ToF to reach the tag. From that we calculate ∆τ , the amount
ToF increases due to traveling ds through soil instead of air.

4 Design
Before beginning the design process, we consulted with soil scien-

tists and farmers to find out what real practitioners require from soil

sensing technologies. These conversations illuminated a number of

important design considerations.

4.1 Design considerations

Accuracy: Sensor accuracy significantly impacts irrigation effi-

ciency [61]. Improving sensor error from 3% to 1% can increase

irrigation efficiency by nearly 20%. Decreased irrigation efficiency

can lead to significant decreases in crop yields. Therefore, it is

highly desirable to have a soil sensor with <3% error.

Furthermore, the sensor accuracy needs to be tested across mul-

tiple soil types. This is because the soil type can strongly impact RF

propagation properties. For example, clay soils have fine particle

that allow it to hold water very well compared to sandy soil, mak-

ing it more difficult for RF to penetrate. We test on three sub-types

of loam: sandy clay loam, silt loam and clay loam. All three are

identified by the USDA as suitable for agriculture [54].

Sensing depth: With RF-based approaches in particular, appro-

priate sensing depth is a concern. How deep is deep enough? The
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effective root zone depth is the depth that a plant’s roots extract

the most moisture. For example, celery has an effective root zone

depth of 30 cm, which means about 70% of the moisture extracted

by the roots is between depths of 0 and 30 cm. Sensors must reach

deep enough to monitor the effective root zone. Most crops have

an effective root depth between 15-60c m, however fruit crops (es-

pecially those that grow on trees) can be up to 75 cm [23]. Our soil

moisture measurements were done at a depth of 30 cm
1
, but our

microbenchmarks (see Fig. 9a) demonstrate that we can reach the

tag at 80 cm of depth. This is well beyond the depths demonstrated

by other RF-based soil moisture sensing works. Further, our link

budget analysis in Sec. 4.4 suggests that the tag can potentially be

reached at depths beyond 1 m.

Complexity, Scalability and Cost: Commercial sensors already

demonstrate high accuracy at arbitrary depths, so what is limiting

adoption rates? That can be attributed to the relationship between

complexity, scalability, and cost. Current in situ sensor solutions

have a number of components beyond the sensor probe: data log-

gers, power sources (e.g. battery and/or solar), and communication

modules. Farmers repeatedly emphasized to us how desirable a

completely wireless system would be, one with no cables or posts

sticking above ground. In addition to the complexity in cabling,

keeping traditional sensors powered and collecting their data to a

centralized location are nontrivial challenges. In farms that have

sufficient coverage, cellular modules are a simple but expensive

solution to data collection. Otherwise, farmers often have to build

out long-distance communication networks using technologies like

TV whitespaces [69] or LoRA [60]. This all adds up to a complicated

sensor network that requires significant investment in installation

and maintenance costs.

An alternative to traditional sensor networks is using a mo-

bile reader radio. This idea has gained traction among warehouses

which, for example, can track inventory by attaching RFID readers

to autonomous drones or robots [39]. Tools like drones [42] and

robots [10, 32] are becoming increasingly common in farming. They

are usually used to collect areal imagery or to plant and harvest

crops, but we could easily use them to also collect sensor data. Al-

though the up-front cost of sophisticated equipment like drones is

high, because these devices cover up to 100 acres an hour [11, 12] a

single farm only needs one or a few. We believe that using mobile

readers (vs building out network infrastructure) will ultimately

lead to lower costs per acre. In this work we evaluate our system

performance at heights similar to the reader being handheld or at-

tached to a robot, as there are numerous (regulatory and research)

challenges with using drones that go beyond the scope of this paper.

However, we do show theoretical results that support the feasibility

of collecting measurements using a low-flying drone.

4.2 System overview
Our design uses a mobile reader radio to measure moisture-induced

changes in the RF channel between the reader and an underground

backscatter tag. Backscatter is the reflection of electromagnetic

1
We did not evaluate beyond 30 cm in the laboratory, as that would require bringing

nearly a cubic meter of dirt indoors in order to surround the tag by dirt equally on all

sides. This would weigh about a ton!

Figure 3: Summary of algorithm tomeasure soil moisture.Θ
is a variable often used to represent soil moisture.

waves back toward the source. Backscatter tags change the charac-

teristics of reflected RF by changing the impedance of an antenna

over time. This allows backscatter systems to avoid having to gen-

erate their own high frequency carrier signal, which lets the tags to

operate at extremely low power. RFID is the most common type of

backscatter tag, but recent research has expanded to systems based

on other radios (e.g. UWB radios [22, 38, 49], WiFi [31, 34, 75], and

Bluetooth [28]).

RFID-based approaches tomeasuring in-ground soil moisture use

the reader’s measurements of RSS (received signal strength) [8, 62]

or MRT (minimum response threshold) [51, 71]. However, these

approaches achieve either insufficient accuracy or sensing depth for

widespread adoption. [13]’s WiFi based approach uses CSI (channel

state information) measurements of phase the differences between

underground antennas. Compared to a backscatter-based approach,

this technique consumes significant amounts of additional power.

Also, the number of modern WiFi chipsets that actually provide

access to CSI is dwindling, which hinders adoption.

We chose to implement a radar-based backscatter system that

measures absolute time-of-flight (ToF). Unlike WiFi or RFID, where

high-resolution measurements of absolute ToF can be difficult [70],

commodity radars are designed to provide highly accurate ToF

measurements. Commodity radar devices are at a similar price

point to the RFID readers used in [8, 71].

4.2.1 Mapping ToF to soil moisture Let time-of-flight be repre-

sented by τ . To map ToF to soil moisture, we use the fact that the

permittivity of soil is closely correlated with the moisture con-

tent. Recall that the dielectric permittivity constant is frequency-

dependent and often treated as a complex number:

εr = ε ′r + jε
′′
r (2)

The apparent dielectric constant Ka is a function of ε ′r , ε
′′
r , ε0 and

electrical conductivity (EC) σ :

Ka =
ε ′r
2

[√
1 +

( ε ′′r + σ
2π f ε0
ε ′r

)
2

+ 1

]
(3)

At high f , εr is dominated by the real part ε ′r , so Ka ≈ ε ′r .
The velocity of a wave in a media is

v = c

(
µε ′r
2

[
1 +

√
1 +

( σ
ω

)
2

] )−1/2
(4)
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Figure 4: 3D range-Doppler image after correlation. Tag
modulation shifts the signal to a higher apparent velocity.

where c is the speed of light in free space, µ is the relative magnetic

permeability of the material, σ is the conductivity (EC) and ω is the

angular frequency of the wave.

In soil, the magnetic permeability is very close to 1 H/m [50]

and the conductivity is typically less than 0.3 S/m [26] for any soil.

Therefore, when ω is sufficiently large the velocity simplifies to:

v = c/
√
ε ′r . (5)

If we know the distance d that the wave travels through soil and

the ToF τ , then v = d/τ and

Ka ≈

(cτ
d

)
2

. (6)

The final step is mapping Ka to soil moisture values. Fortunately

there are a number of polynomial equations in soil science literature,

such as the Topp equation [66], that map the apparent dielectric

constant Ka to soil moisture.

The key takeaways is, if we know the distance d that an RF

wave travels, and we can accurately measure ToF, then we are

able to approximate Θ. In practice, knowing the sensor depth is a

reasonable prerequisite, as farmers who choose to deploy sensors

often want to sense moisture at multiple depths, which already

requires keeping a record of the installation depths.

4.2.2 Backscatter tags for radar Target detection is the process of

distinguishing the signal reflected from an object of interest, or

target, from reflections coming off other nearby objects like walls

or furniture. In radar terminology, clutter consists of the reflec-

tions from all objects except the target—it acts as interference and

obscures the signal of interest. To distinguish the target’s signal,

systems can exploit target’s motion against stationary clutter [2]

or leverage the target having a large radar cross section compared

to clutter [57]. Detecting the target signal, however, is a major chal-

lenge when the target is stationary and the clutter is larger than

the target signal.

In our system the target is the underground backscatter tag. It

is surrounded by lots of clutter-causing objects like particles of

dirt, rock and water [29]. Therefore the tag must be designed to

overcome the significant amounts of clutter in an underground

environment. The problem of lifting out a low-power signal from

a noisy environment is typically addressed by having the receiver

correlate received data against a predetermined sequence. For ex-

ample, GPS satellites modulate transmissions with PN codes, and

GPS receivers obtain a GPS lock by correlating the received signal

over an extended period of time [64]. However, GPS radios were

Figure 5: Left: uncorrelated radar data. Right: magnitude of
samples in the fb frequency bin after correlation. Before, the
tag signal was significantly weaker than the clutter. After, a
strong peak at 1.5m is caused by the tag. The smaller peak
at 1.8m is the the max residual clutter.

designed with this in mind. Commodity radars do not have the ca-

pacity to perform arbitrary correlations. How, then, can we combat

clutter on a commodity radar with our backscatter tag?

Our main insight is to have the backscatter tag perform a sim-

ple square wave modulation. This results in returns at the radar

appearing as if they were reflected from an object moving at a con-

stant non-zero speed—despite that the fact that tag is completely

stationary. Because other items in the environment are stationary,

this phenomenon of seeming to have nonzero speed causes the tag

to stand out strongly compared to the background clutter. Though

simple, this approach is incredibly effective. Furthermore, the sim-

plicity makes the tag easier to produce, and in principle even very

basic radar systems that do not provide access to raw radar sam-

ples can still be used to effectively measure soil moisture. We next

describe the details behind how this simple modulation technique

makes the tag easy to detect.

4.3 Detecting the tag
The radarwe used in our evaluations is a pulse-based ultra-wideband

radar. Pulse-based radars transmit a short impulse in time д(t) that
contains energy over a very wide band of frequencies. The trans-

mitted signal gets reflected from multiple reflectors before reaching

the radar. Let us say that there are K reflectors in the environment

and the distance from the radar to the kth reflector is dk . Then the

signal travels a distance of 2dk before reaching the radar resulting

in a time-of-flight (ToF) of 2dk/c , where c is speed of light. The

transmitted signal also undergoes a complex attenuation of αk . So,

the return signal corresponding to the kth reflector is αkд(t−2dk/c).
Combining the returns from all the objects, the overall signal is

then r (t) =
∑K
k=1 αkд(t−2dk/c). The corresponding digital samples

obtained after sampling the received signal, r [n] can be written as

r [n] =
K∑
k=1

αkд[nT − 2dk/c], (7)

where T is the sampling period.

In order to resolve the signals from closely spaced reflectors

in the environment, very short pulses are ideal. In general, the

range resolution is given by c/2B where B is the bandwidth of

the signal [3]. The larger the bandwidth is, the better the range
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resolution becomes. Radars divide their sensing field into bins that
are the size of the range resolution. For a radar with one TX and

one RX antenna, a radar frame is a length N complex vector, where

N corresponds to the number of range bins the radar is configured

to sense. For example, a radar with a 1 m sensing field and 5 cm

range resolution will generate 20 complex samples per frame.

Two objects in the same range bin can still be differentiated so

long as they are moving at different speeds. A pulse-based radar

transmits multiple pulses at a regular interval known as the pulse

repetition interval (PRI). As the target moves, the range from the

radar changes. Let us say that the range of the kth reflector moves

at a rate vk m/s. Then, if the first transmitted pulse underwent a

delay of (2dk/c), the second transmitted pulse undergoes a delay of

(2dk/c+2vk I/c), where I is the pulse repetition interval. If the pulse
repetition interval is very small, such that the range of the reflector

changes by less than the radar’s range resolution, then the reflector

will remain in the same range bin but the radar will still observe a

phase change [48] of 2π f × (2vk I/c). Instead of considering phase

across the whole radar frequency band, phase changes are usually

approximated to 2π fc × (2vk I/c) where fc is the center frequency

of the radar pulse
2
.

Let e[n] be the clutter signal, that is, the reflections from all

objects in range bin n except for the target tag. The tag is located at

distance db from the radar, and it introduces a complex attenuation

of αb to the reflected pulse. The radar samples in the first frame

can be written as

r [n, 1] = e[n] + αbд[nT − 2db/c]. (8)

Next, the backscatter tag changes its complex attenuation to −αb .
The signal received at the radar for the second frame becomes

r [n, 2] = e[n] − αbд[nT − 2db/c].
If we subtract the second frame from the first, then the clutter

gets cancelled while the tag signal is reinforced

r [n, 1] − r [n, 2] = 2αbд[nT − 2db/c] (9)

More generally, let the tag modify its complex attenuation such

that during the pth transmission it is q[p]αb . The sequence q[p] is
known as the backscatter code. Let us collect P contiguous frames

at frame rate 1/T . Then, we can multiply the radar samples against

the backscatter code to get

P∑
p=1

r [n,p]q[p] =
P∑
p=1

(e[n] + q[p]αbд[nT − 2db/c])q[p]

= e[n] ×M + αbд[nT − 2db/c] × R

(10)

whereM =
∑P
p=1 q[p] × 1 and R =

∑P
p=1 q[p] × q[p].M is the same

as a correlation between the backscatter code and a sequence of

all ones. R is the correlation of the backscatter code against itself.

If the backscatter code has zero correlation with a sequence of all

ones, then the clutter signal is nullified and what remains is only

the signal from the tag.

If we let q[p] be an alternating sequence that switches between

1 and −1 at a rate of fb Hz, then it is equivalent to a square wave of

fb Hz. The fundamental frequency component in the Fourier series,

2
Although this assumption is strictly valid only for signals where the bandwidth of the

signal is small compared to the center frequency of the signal, it is frequently made to

simplify the signal processing chain required to produce the radar image.

Parameter Value

λ, 2 Ghz radar center wavelength 0.15 m

PT , radar TX power -14 dBm [25]

GT , radar TX antenna gain 4 dBi

GR , radar RX antenna gain 4 dBi

GA, radar RX amplifier 19+22 dB [25]

LN , radar RX noise factor 6 dB

GI , radar integration gain 21 dB

Gt , backscatter tag ant. gain 8 dBi

Γmax , backscatter ant. reflec. coeff. 0.66 [33]

σs , RCS of 15cm radius sphere 0.073 m
2

σt , max RCS of backscatter tag 0.0308 m
2

Table 2: Link budget parameters for line-of-sight

sampled at the pth radar pulse transmission, is e
−i2π fb (p−1)I . If we

approximate the backscatter code using its fundamental frequency

component, then q[p] = e
−i2π fb (p−1)I , and the radar samples for

the pth transmission can be written as

r [n,p] = e[n] + αbд[nT − 2db/c]e
−i2π fb (p−1)I . (11)

Under this approximation we can use an inverse Fourier trans-

form to scan for any backscatter tags operating with a square wave

modulation:

X[n, fbPI ] =
P∑
p=1

r [n,p]ei2π fb (p−1)I

=

P∑
p=1

(
e[n] + αbд[nT − 2db/c]q[p]

)
e
i2π fb (p−1)I

=

P∑
p=1

(
e[n] + αbд[nT − 2db/c]e

−i2π fb (p−1)I
)
e
i2π fb (p−1)I

Figure 4 demonstrates how, for an environment with one tag, the

tag signal appears as a bright peak when we plot X. This kind of

plot is known as a range-Doppler plot and is used to show the

distance and speed of objects observed by a radar over a period

of time. Although the tag is not actually moving, the backscatter

mechanism makes it appear in the range-Doppler plot as if the

tag is moving at a high speed. This helps separate the tag signal

from the surrounding stationary clutter. We can now isolate the

column from the range-Doppler matrixX that corresponds to speed

fbλ/2. This tells us the range (distance) of all objects oscillating at

fb , and Fig. 5 demonstrates how if we plot this column, we observe

a peak whose apparent distance corresponds to the tag. From this

information we are able to calculate the necessary ToF (see Fig. 2)

and map it to soil moisture. Figure 3 shows an overview of our

moisture sensing algorithm.

4.4 Radar selection
To determine what frequency of radar would best suit our design

constraints, we constructed a link budget. Link budgets summarize

all the gains and losses in a system, and they are used to estimate

expected performance across different environments and hardware

components. Backscatter systems have two components to the link
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(a) Experiment setups with
sphere and tag (b) Spherical target (c) Backscatter target

Figure 6: Experimental verifications of link budget for a 0.3m spherical stainless steel sphere and the backscatter tag prototype.
The experimental results for the sphere track the first-principles theoretical link budget well, but exhibit a consistent 5dB
offset caused by some unknown additional sources of gain. The backscatter results track the theoretical budget approximately,
but there is not as strong of a correlation compared to the sphere target.

budget: the forward link (TX to target) and the backscatter link

(target to RX). Link budgets for when the transmitter and target are

in line-of-sight of each other are based on the Friis transmission

equation (also known as the ‘radar equation’):

PR =
PTGTGRλ

2

(4π )3r4
σ (12)

where PR is the received power, PT is the transmit power, GT is

the transmit antenna gain, GR is the receive antenna gain, λ is the

wavelength of the carrier frequency, r is the distance between the

radar and the target, and σ is the radar-cross section of the target

(a measure of how well the target scatters incident RF).

Equation 12 is accurate only for narrowband transmissions. For

UWB signals, antenna gain varies across frequencies, and transmit

power might be masked to ensure regulatory compliance. While

accounting for these frequency-dependent variables would be more

accurate [17], the simpler Eq. 12 often still provides a reasonable

approximation for predicting system performance.

Table 2 contains the link budget parameters for our proposed

system. There are additional sources of gain and loss in systems be-

sides antenna gains and free-space path loss. E.g., the radar receive

processing chain introduces noise (quantization, etc.), as well as

gains from amplification and integration. All values were obtained

from data sheets, or, in the case of Γmax and σmax , calculated from

well-known formulas.

Line-of-sight benchmarks:We first perform a basic sanity check

by experimentally verifying our link budget with a Novelda radar

pointed at a spherical metal target with radius of 0.152m. Spheres

are useful for verifying link budgets because they have a known

maximum radar cross-section, which equals area of the largest

cross-sectional circle of a sphere, that is independent of frequency.

Figure 6b shows that our theoretical link budget matches the exper-

imental results well, but with additional 5 dB of unaccounted-for

source of gain in the real system.

Next we experimentally verify the link budget when using a

backscatter tag target. For backscatter tags, the amount of reflected

power is a function of the tag antenna orientation, reflection coeffi-

cients, and more. Griffin et. al [21] describe the radar cross section

(RCS) of a backscatter tag as

σt =
λ2G2

t
4π

|Γ |2 (13)

where Gt is the gain of the backscatter tag antenna and Γ is the

reflection coefficient of the antenna. Note that the reflection coeffi-

cient is a dimensionless quantity that varies between 1 (maximal re-

flection) and 0 (no reflection), depending on the antenna impedance.

In our system, the antenna toggles between Γmax and Γmin . For

our backscatter antenna [33] we verified the average gain to be

8 dBi, which corresponds to a Γmax of 0.66. This yields a maximum

expected RCS of 0.0308m2
. Figure 6c compares the predicted PR

against the experimental results for a backscatter tag target. There

is again a correlation between the first-principles link budget pre-

diction and the experimental results, but it is not as strong as in

Fig. 6b. There are a number of possible reasons for this. Unlike a

sphere, the tag radar cross-section is not frequency-independent,

so approximating σtaд by using the center frequency introduces

error. Furthermore, when using directional antennas, attenuation

can be introduced when the backscatter antenna is not perfectly

aligned with the radar TX/RX antennas. This is known as polar-
ization mismatch. As the radar is moved further from the tag, the

polarization mismatch is going to change for each value of r due to
unevenness in the grass surface.

Overall the link budgets for spherical and backscatter tag targets

appear to match experimental reality reasonably well. Next we

build off these line-of-sight budgets to predict how well the system

will perform when the tag is underground.

Link budget with underground tag: When the tag is not in the

line-of-sight, then there are additional losses caused by obstructions
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located between the tag and the radar. The amount of attenuation

and/or multipath interference in NLOS scenarios can be difficult

to model. An underground sensor can communicate either fully

underground, or traverse both soil and air. In the latter case, the

waves experience approximately free space path loss in the air, as

well as additional losses introduced by the soil. These additional

losses depend on (a) the soil depth, (b) the permittivity of the soil.

They can be divided into two categoriesLp [1]: reflection loss Lr ,
and propagation loss.

When a wave encounters a change of medium, a portion of it

is reflected back to the source instead of propagating onward into

the new medium. This is called reflection loss, and it occurs at the

air-soil boundary. Lr can be calculated using the Fresnel coefficient.

Assuming a normal incident, the reflection attenuation depends

solely on the relative dielectric permittivity constant, εr :

Lr = 1 −

�����√ϵr − 1

√
ϵr + 1

�����2 (14)

The second kind of loss, propagation loss, depends on two ad-

ditional parameters besides εr : the depth of the soil, ds , and the

frequency of the wave, f .

Lp (dB) = 8.868ds ·
2π f

c

√√√
ε ′r
2

(√
1 +

(
ε ′′r
ε ′r

)
2

− 1

)
(15)

Accounting for the additional Lr and Lp losses caused by the soil,

the link budget for an above-ground radar pointed at an under-

ground backscatter tag becomes

PR =
PTGTGRLpLr λ

2

(4π )3r4
σt (16)

Radar center frequency:One of the primary goals in constructing

our link budget was deciding between the many commodity radar

options on the market. The most impactful hardware parameter we

considered was the radar center frequency Fc . Lower frequencies
are better able to penetrate wet soil, but how pronounced is that

effect? Using permittivitty data from a 2017 ITU report [68], we

plot received signal strength vs radar center frequency. Figure 7

(a) shows that for a VWC of 50%, PR (dBm) decreases linearly as

center frequency increases. For lower moisture levels, the decrease

is sub-linear but still significant. There are significant advantages to

decreasing the center frequency, but the downside is that lower fre-

quencies typically require antenna sizes proportional to the larger

wavelength. A detailed analysis of the implications of center fre-

quency on antenna design is outside the scope of this paper, but

low operating frequencies can make the radar less portable, and

the tag harder to deploy. After comparing antenna sizes for various

frequencies, we settled on an UWB impulse radar with fc = 2 Ghz.

Fixing the radar center frequency to 2 Ghz, we now explore how

deep we can expect to reach. Figure 7 shows the link budget (b)

when the tag is fixed, but the radar moves and (c) when the tag

moves, but the radar is fixed. The impact of burying the tag deeper is

much greater than the impact of moving the radar further away, but

we can still expect to attain depths of 0.5-1.9 meters when the radar

is a meter above the soil. For tags buried at 30 cm or less, the radar

(a) PR vs center frequency for radar height 1 m, tag depth 0.3 m

(b) 2 Ghz radar fixed at 1 m height, tag varies

(c) 2 Ghz radar height varies, tag fixed at 0.3 m

Figure 7: Link budgets for a tag in sandy silt loam soil. Per-
mittivity measurements were available at two moisture lev-
els, 50% and 7% [68]. 50% is saturation, where 7% is near the
permanent wilting point for many crops. For managed land
like farms, the moisture level for the top 0.5 m of soil typi-
cally stays between 15-30% [63].
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Figure 8: Our prototype has three components: antenna, RF
switch and oscillator. The limiting factor of the tag size is
the antenna, which is a 9cm tall Vivaldi antenna.

can be as high as 10 m above the soil. This suggests that it could be

feasible to collect moisture measurements with a low-flying drone.

5 Implementation
We used a Novelda NVA6100 radar chip with the development kit

made by Flat Earth Inc [24]. It has a bandwidth of 3 GHz centered

at 2 GHz. The radar captures were processed via MATLAB, but the

signal processing required could relatively easily be ported to run

in a low-level language on a BeagleBone or other embedded device.

All of our source code will be released to ensure reproducibility.

The backscatter tag hardware has only three components: an

LTC6991 programmable low-frequency oscillator, an HMC1118 RF

switch and a Vivaldi ultra-wideband antenna (see Fig. 8). Lower-

power oscillators exist, but we chose one with more flexibility for

our initial prototype. The components are all encased in a water-

proof box measuring 15 × 20 × 5 cm. For mass-production we can

customize the waterproof casing, so the tag size would be smaller

(closer to the size of a thin paperback book). With these compo-

nents, we estimate a 1000-10,000 unit production run to yield a cost

of $5-10/tag.

Power consumption is detailed in Table 3; overall the tag con-

sumes 342µW. Battery lifetime is expected to be nearly 3 years on

two 1000 mAh 3 V coin cell batteries. A note on power harvest-

ing: some backscatter tags can harvest their operating power using

RF harvesting circuits. These are known as passive tags. However,

these tags are designed to work with high-power transmitters like

WiFi and RFID. WiFi 2.4 GHz signals, for example, can provide

nearly 65 µW of power at a distance of 5 m in line-of-sight sce-

narios [6]. If we fix our tag modulation frequency, it would be

feasible to use an oscillator like [58] and reduce the tag’s power

consumption to 65µW. However, UWB transmitters are limited to

-41.3 dBm/MHz [49], which makes power harvesting difficult. This

difficulty is further exacerbated for underground environments,

since not having a LOS signal will significantly reduce harvested

power. This is a large part of why RFID-based moisture sensing has

difficulty sensing at depths beyond 10-15cm. RF power harvesting

also negatively impacts backscatter signal strength [19], as a por-

tion of the incoming RF is redirected to the power harvesting circuit

instead of being available for backscatter. For these reasons, our

prototype is semi-passive and uses a battery instead of attempting

to harvest operating power from RF. In the future it may be feasible

Oscillator RF switch TOTAL
180 µW 62 µW 342 µW

Table 3: Always-on power consumption of our prototype

(a) Signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) vs. tag depth at VWC≈15%

(b) SCR vs. modulation frequency fb

Figure 9: Modulation benchmarks. (a) shows that modula-
tion provides a significant benefit to the signal-to-clutter ra-
tio (SCR). (b) demonstrates how SCR is positively correlated
with the modulation rate fb .

Figure 10: Capture duration benchmark. Longer captures
increase correlation time, which improves SCR.

Figure 11: Nearby tags. The impact of having a second tag
nearby does not appear to be significant, suggesting we can
support dense deployments of tags.

to harvest power from other non-RF sources, e.g. a microbial fuel

cell [30].

6 Microbenchmarks
We first run several micro-benchmark experiments: (i) measuring

the impact of tag modulation; (ii) measuring the impact of capture

time; (iii) measuring the impact of inter-tag spacing; (iv) determin-

ing how accurately the system measures ToF from the radar to the

tag.
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(a) Error vs distance

Figure 12: ToF benchmark. 99th percentile error across all
measurements range is about 1 cm (0.03 ns). Top is error vs
distance, bottom is CDF.

Tag modulation: To evaluate the extent to which the square wave

modulation scheme improves target visibility, we perform a series

of experiments where we capture radar frames both when the tag

is active and inactive (not modulating) and compare the relative

strengths of the tag and clutter signals. The inactive tag is equiva-

lent to a static reflector. To quantify the improvement in target’s

detectability we evaluate the signal to clutter ratio both when the

tag is inactive and when the tag is actively oscillating at 80 Hz.

The signal to clutter ratio, or SCR, metric quantifies how well the

tag signal stands out against clutter and interference. It is the ratio

of the tag signal magnitude to the highest magnitude clutter signal,

SCR =
Ataд

maxAclutter
(17)

where Ataд = |X[nt , st ]| is the magnitude of the frequency/range

bin that the tag is located,maxAclutter = |maxn,nt X[n, st ]| is the
magnitude of the greatest clutter (non-tag) bin

3
, and nt and st are

respectively the range and Doppler bins containing the tag signal.

Figure 5 (b) provides an illustration of Ataд and maxAclutter . The
greater the SCR, the more prominent the tag peak is. An SCR above

3 dB means that the tag peak is at least twice as prominent as the

confounding clutter.

For this benchmark we collected over 100 thirty second captures.

The maximum underground depth evaluated is about 0.8 m, limited

by county regulations on how deep a hole in the ground can be

before a permit is needed. Figure 9a shows that the median effective

gain introduced by tag modulation is at least 10 dB, and often in

excess of 40 dB.

Our next benchmark considers what happens to the SCR at

different tag modulation frequencies. For these measurements we

again placed the tag 2.5 m from the radar, and calculate the SCR

of 10 s radar captures while sweeping through different values for

fb ranging from 0.05 Hz to 80 Hz. We stop at 80 Hz because that is

slightly less than half of the radar frame rate. Figure 9 shows the

results. Faster fb frequencies result in improved SCR. Intuitively

this makes sense, since a faster modulation shifts the tag signal

3
Depending on the radar range resolution and target size, signal from a target can

occupy multiple range bins, or a bin can contain reflections from more than just the

target.

(a) Lab setup (b) In situ site

Figure 13: Images of laboratory and farm setups

farther away from stationary and quasi-stationary clutter. Note that

the maximum frame rate of the radar, and therefore the maximum

tag modulation rate, depends on a number of parameters, such as

the ADC settings and the maximum sensing distance [25, 73].

Capture duration:We now evaluate the effect varying the capture

duration on SCR. Increasing the capture duration increases the

strength of the tag signal after correlation. We took 100 different

LOS captures lasting 20 s, and calculated the SCR for subsets of

each capture ranging from 0.2 s to the full 20 s. Figure 10 shows the

results. As expected, the general trend is the longer the duration,

the higher the SCR. The median SCR (in dB) of the 20 s captures is

about 2× the median of 0.2 s captures. This means that for deeper

tags or more wet soil, the radar can improve signal strength by

increasing capture duration (or by increasing the radar frame rate

and tag oscillation rate).

Nearby tags: Next we evaluate the impact that co-located tags

have on each other. This is important because farmers often will

want to sense moisture at multiple depths, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.

When two antennas are nearby there are coupling effects that

could negatively the operation of both tags, especially at less than

one wavelength of separation [31]. For our implementation, λ ≈

0.125 m because the center frequency of the radar is 2 GHz. In

this benchmark we evaluate the impact that two physically close

tags have on each other. Two tags, which we will call A and B, are

placed on different pedestals of the same height. Vivaldi antennas

are directional, so we also position the tags so that so the back

antenna is pointing towards the front, which is the worst-case for

potential coupling effects. To start, tags A and B are placed in a

straight line in front of the radar. A is foremost, at a distance of 2

m from the radar, and B is 1.3 m beyond A. Gradually B is moved

closer to A until they are as close as possible (10 cm, limited by the

height of the case/antenna). Tag A has fA = 79 Hz, and fB = 80 Hz.

We take three types of measurement for each distance: one with

both tags operating, one with only the front tag operating, and one

with only the back tag operating. The results of the benchmark are

shown in Figure 11. When ∆ ≤ λ = 0.2 m we observe only a slight

decrease in SCR caused by the proximity of the second tag. This

suggests that our approach can support dense deployments of tags.

ToF benchmark: The tag introduces a range offset that depends on
the antenna, RF cables, and RF switch. Fortunately the offset is fixed

for a given set of components and wire lengths, so we can calibrate
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(a) Sandy clay loam (b) Silt loam (c) Clay loam

Figure 14: Labmeasurements of soil moisture, commercial sensor vs our approach. Tag depth is 30 cm.Wewed three soil types:
(a) sandy clay loam, (b) silt loam and (c) clay loam. Maximum field capacity occurs at 20-35% for most agricultural soils [65].

Figure 15: In-situ measurement of soil moisture at a farm
with sandy clay loam. Half-past every hour, 7L of water is
applied to the soil surface.

for it. We then benchmarked how accurately we were able to range

the tags with the radar in a LOS environment, which serves as a

proxy for measuring any impact the tag might have on measuring

ToF. To calculate the offset, we measured the delta between the raw

range and the ground truth range as measured with a laser ranger.

To account for potential environmental factors, we performed these

calibration measurements repeatedly on different days and in differ-

ent environments. We found that our tag introduces a fixed offset

of approximately 40 range bins. So long as the components and

design of the tag are stable, the offset can be permanently calibrated

out. To evaluate the accuracy of ToF/ranging, we compare the laser

ranging measurements against the calibrated radar results. Fig. 12

shows the results where (a) is ranging accuracy vs. distance, and

(b) is the CDF of ranging accuracy across all distances. The 99
th

percentile ranging error is approximately a centimeter, which cor-

responds to τ ≈ 0.03 ns. This level of error in ToF would cause soil

moisture errors of 0.25%. Note that this does not mean we expect

soil moisture measurement error to be 0.25%, but rather that any

soil moisture error specifically introduced by the backscatter tag

are expected to be 0.25%. Many other sources of error can impact

the moisture measurements.

7 Evaluation
We performed both laboratory and in situ evaluations. We compare

against both a TEROS-12 [41] capacitive soil sensor, as well as

oven-based ground truthmeasurements. The laboratory evaluations

were done on three different types of soil considered suitable for

agriculture [40]: sandy clay loam, silt loam and clay loam. We

perform soil-specific calibrations on the TEROS sensor with all

three soils to maximize its accuracy. For our experiments, the tag is

(a) Laboratory

(b) In situ, sandy clay loam

Figure 16: SNR vs soil moisture, laboratory and In situ. The
in situ measurements are missing lower moisture levels
<10% because the field is irrigated.

Figure 17: Impact of erosion on accuracy

placed in a large plastic bin containing about a cubic meter of soil,

which ensures that it is covered equally on all sides. To verify that

the system performs comparably in a more realistic environment,

we also performed in situ evaluations at a local organic farm. The

soil at this location was sandy silt loam.We again compare against a

$300 TEROS-12 capacitive sensor, but were not able to take samples

for ground-truth oven based measurements outdoors. We use tap

water for all experiments.

Laboratory soil moisture: The laboratory results are presented

in Fig. 14. Each datapoint is the average and standard deviation of
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10 measurements. The radar captures used for the measurements

lasted between 10-30 s. To conduct the laboratory experiments,

we began with about a cubic meter of air-dried soil and gradually

dampened it in 7 liter increments. We then homogenized the soil

moisture across the whole container, which makes it possible to

sample the soil for oven-based ground truth comparisons.

For all soil types both the radar-tag and the commercial sensor

closely track the ground truth: the average error of our approach is

1.4%, compared to 1.3% for the capacitive TEROS-12 sensor. The 90th

percentile error for both radar-tag and capacitive measurements is

3.4%. Though our average error is 0.1% higher than the commercial

sensor, that is not significant: calibrated commercial sensors are

advertised having an average error between 1-3%. The greatest

error occurs with the sandy clay loam soil at saturation, where we

underestimate soil moisture by 4%. This maximum level of error is

also typical among commercial sensors.

In situ soil moisture: Figure 15 shows the results of the in situ
moisture measurements taken at a local farm. In these experiments

the tag was buried under 30 cm of soil. For comparison, we use

the average of two commercial TEROS-12 sensors, one at a depth

of 30 cm and the other near the surface at a depth of 5 cm. Our

measurements tracks the commercial sensors’ within 2%.

Signal to clutter ratio: Figure 16 shows how SCR changes with

soil moisture for both laboratory and in situ settings. All the soils

behave relatively similarly. The clay soil exhibits the highest atten-

uation as moisture increases, and sandy clay loam the lowest. The

laboratory sandy clay loam SCR measurements match well with

the field measurements.

Impact of erosion on accuracy: What happens to the moisture

reading accuracy if the soil surface changes? We examined the case

of erosion. Figure 17 shows how of erosion causes the moisture

readings to be consistently underestimated. With 5 cm of erosion,

the average error will double from 1.4% to almost 3%, and the max

error will be 70% greater. Soil currently erodes at the rate of 5 cm

every 50-60 years in the US [18], so the buildup of error due to

natural changes in the soil will be slow. However, we are exploring

techniques to counteract the impact of erosion and other factors

that might change the surface of the soil. One possibility is rigidly

attaching two tags together to fix the vertical inter-tag separation,

and then measuring the relative difference in ToF between the

two tags. That tells us the soil moisture in the area immediately

between the two tags. Since both tags would experience essentially

the same erosion, such a reading would be minimally impacted by

soil surface changes. The disadvantage will be that these highly

localized measurements no longer provide instant feedback after

irrigation, since the water must now seep to the depth of the tags.

8 Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents a completely wireless approach to sensing

soil moisture using inexpensive in situ backscatter tags an above-

ground commodity radar. Our technique attains the same accuracy

as a commercial capacitive sensor, and is projected to be an or-

der of magnitude less in cost. This is enabled by a simple, power

efficient backscatter modulation scheme that allows commodity

radars to easily detect and range the underground tag. We believe

this approach could be a viable way to make accurate soil moisture

measurements ubiquitous in farms around the world. However,

we acknowledge that promising results need to be followed up

by large-scale and long-term studies across a variety of realistic

farming environments. In addition to a deployment study, we are

also interested in investigating if this approach can also be used to

measure electrical conductivity (another type of measurement that

is important to farmers), as well as whether it would be feasible to

renewably power the tag via microbial fuel cells.
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